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The 2017 session will be remembered for the split control of the state Senate between the 

Republican and Democratic parties, and the fairly narrow margin of control by the Democratic 

party in the House.  This led to a session largely marked by gridlock.  Hundreds of bills died 

with the adjournment of the General Assembly at midnight on June 7.  The major task of the 

legislature this session was to enact a budget that covers the upcoming two fiscal years.  This did 

not happen and the result is legislators will convene in a Special Session that could run for 

weeks.   This report covers several of the larger “macro” issues that the General Assembly 

addressed and updates you on specific matters of interest to the Physician Assistant profession.  

Major issues include: 

 

Budget:  the news just keeps getting worse for the state of Connecticut.  Revenues continue to 

erode; a two-year deficit of $5 billion is now projected.  The Appropriations committee could not 

come up with the votes to pass a budget and the issue was at a stalemate for much of the session. 

Meanwhile, the inaction is prompting financial houses to begin downgrading the state’s bond 

rating.  The issue will come to a critical mass on July 1 when the new fiscal year begins.   A two-

year deficit of $5 billion is a staggering challenge.  Whether there are the votes to eliminate the 

deficit with just spending cuts remains to be seen.  Deep cuts would invariably target Medicaid, 

something we are watching closely.  If new revenues are put on the table, we are concerned as to 

whether this could include a medical provider tax.  Other tax hikes could be considered. 

 

Bills of Note that Passed or Failed:  there were a number of issues that were widely reported in 

the media throughout the session.  Bills that passed included:  a constitutional lockbox for 

transportation funding, regulation of transportation network companies such as Uber and Lyft, 

changes to the rules over bail bonding, and a satellite casino in East Windsor.  Many bills died, 

however.  These included a bill to permit recreational marijuana, direct sales of Tesla motor 

vehicles to the public, a study of the issue of implementing tolls on Connecticut roadways and 

paid family medical leave.    

 

Protecting the PA mandate:  the leadership decided to wait out the healthcare issue in Congress 

before taking any significant action here in Connecticut on the Affordable Care Act.  We will 

continue to be on alert for insurers’ attempts to reduce the scope of mandated insurance benefits.  

As we have reported to you in the past, insurers are claiming that the reason premiums continue 

to increase is due to mandated medical treatments and mandated providers.  We have countered 

that mandates such as the one that exists to cover services rendered by Physician Assistants 

represent care that consumers need and want.  Without these types of guarantees, coverage 
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would be sketchy at best.  We prevailed on the issue this session as there was no action to revise 

or reduce health coverage mandates.  This issue will eventually come to a head if and when the 

state needs to redesign its health insurance marketplace.  

 

Physician Assistant Scope of Practice:  we worked throughout the session to promote legislation 

that would include a reference to Physician Assistants in the same statute sections where APRNs 

were added in 2016.  We also have suggested that the PA statute be amended to delete the 

requirement that the supervising MD personally approve all PA-issued schedule II and III 

prescriptions by making a notation in the patient’s medical record.  Ultimately, the Department 

of Public Health suggested that ConnAPA pursue these changes through a new Scope of Practice 

proposal.  If this is done, a new proposal would be submitted to the department in August.  The 

commissioner would then decide which proposals would go forward to a full committee review. 

We worked with key legislative leadership and had a very productive meeting the Lieutenant 

Governor’s staff on these issues.   The proposed changes represent a good opportunity for 

ConnAPA and the Physician Assistant profession. 

 

PA Practice Option in Telemedicine:  we are pleased to report that no legislation was enacted 

this year that would revise the rules over who can provide services through the Telemedicine 

law.  As you know, PA’s are specifically referenced in statute as being licensed providers who 

can provide this emerging service and treatment option.  There has been discussion of reducing 

the number of professions who are guaranteed participation as Telemedicine providers; however, 

we have successfully pushed back on that for now.   

 

PA on Psychiatric Workforce Group:  legislation was enacted (HB 7222) that will create a 

statutory working group to review the workforce shortage in the field of psychiatry.  As you 

know, many individuals complain about how difficult it can be to find a licensed professional in 

this field in the state. The task force membership is identified in the bill and will include a 

Physician Assistant who works under the supervision of an MD in the psychiatric field.  

ConnAPA can identify an appropriate candidate and we will forward the recommendation to the 

appointing authority. 

 

Diabetes Data Collection:  legislation was proposed, but not enacted, that would have medical 

practices collect diabetes-related data and submit it to the state so a better picture can occur of 

treatment successes and challenges.  The legislation, HB 5912, enjoyed broad support but was 

hurt by the potential costs to the state in setting up and implementing the data collection and 

reporting system.   

 

Saline Flush/PA Orders:  legislation was passed (HB 7174) that permits a Physician Assistant to 

give orders for a peripheral/IV with pre-packaged normal saline performed by a phlebotomist.  

The bill’s sponsors overcame the opposition of the nursing lobby to make the statutory change.  

PA’s who work in appropriate settings can take advantage of this new authority. 

 

Certificate of Need:  major legislation that would change the CON process was not acted on but 

could be taken up as part of the budget in the special session (SB 795).  Under the bill, revisions 

are made to the requirements hospitals need to meet when adding or deleting services, as well as 

mergers or sales to another entity.  Imaging equipment such as MRI or CT Scan could be 

obtained under a new expedited process by a wide range of providers.   

 



Bi-Directional Exchange:  requirements over the sharing of electronic medical records are 

enhanced under SB 447.  The legislation, sponsored by the Senate Democratic and Republican 

leaders, is aimed at making it easier for medical practices to exchange patient records 

electronically with hospital systems, even if they are not part of their network.  The bill was 

passed and will be on the governor’s desk soon.   

 

Ambulatory Surgical Centers:  there were 21 bills introduced to repeal or reduce the gross 

earnings tax on Ambulatory Surgical Centers.  As we have reported to you in the past, this tax is 

discriminatory in that it is aimed at a very narrow part of the overall healthcare system.  As often 

happens, the state is now used to taking the funds and spending them.  With the large budget 

deficit, a repeal effort is an uphill battle.   

 

Practitioner Restrictions:  legislation was passed (SB 842) that gives the various medical 

examining boards the option to place restrictions on a practitioner under an enforcement action.  

Current law allows a board to revoke or suspend a practitioner’s license.  This new law will 

expand the options available to each board, including the Medical Examining Board which 

oversees the Physician Assistant profession, to permit a practitioner to keep their license in effect 

under restricted or limited practice rules.   

 

Youth Athlete Concussions:  we succeeded in getting Physician Assistants included in the list of 

medical professionals who are authorized to treat and certify a youth athlete’s “return to play” 

after suffering a concussion.    For the most part the bill would establish concussion protocols for 

youth athletic teams that tracks with a current law on the same issue for student athletes at public 

school sports teams.  Unfortunately, the legislation (House Bill 7048) was not passed after it 

became embroiled in controversy over provisions relating to the liability of coaches and staff.   

The organization of towns and cities then weighed in to oppose the bill as did the YMCA and 

several other groups. The issue will likely come up next session.    

 

Infant Birth Defects:  the omnibus Department of Public Health bill (House Bill 7222) contains a 

provision that revises the statute as it relates to reporting of birth defects in infants.  The changes 

were prompted by a federal grant program to states by the Center for Disease Control that will 

collect data on birth defects in newborns.  It limits new reporting of birth defects by a newborn 

up to the age of one to medical doctors and APRNs.  We believe this function could be delegated 

to a PA under your practice act by the supervising MD.   The legislation passed and goes to the 

governor’s desk for final action.   

 

Continued ACA benefits—legislation was proposed, but not passed, that would have guaranteed 

various patients benefits and coverage in the event the Affordable Care Act is repealed (SB 586).  

The potential liability of the proposal to the state employee healthcare program was a concern.  

As was mentioned earlier in this report, legislators thought it wise to wait for Congress to act 

before the state attempts to create a state version of the ACA.     

 
Athletic Trainers Scope:  one of the final bills to pass was an update of the Athletic Trainer scope 

of practice (House Bill 7171).   This was the product of a process that had gone on for several 

years.  Last year, the Athletic Trainers succeeded in having their proposal go through the DPH 

scope of practice process.  The governor is expected to sign the legislation into law.    

 

Further Opioid Legislation:   The 2017 session took action, as they have in recent years, to 

combat the opioid addiction crisis.  This year’s bill, House Bill 7052, proposed by Governor 



Malloy, contains a number of new provisions that seek to tighten prescribing and give patients 

alternatives to controlled substances, especially for chronic pain.  ConnAPA members will need 

to be cognizant of the new rules and we expect the Department of Consumer Protection and the 

Department of Public Health to issue guidance in the near future.  Showing that Physician 

Assistants make responsible prescribing will be important as additional opioid legislation is sure 

to occur next session.   

 

We want to thank Deanna Zimkus, MHS-PA-C, Jonathan Weber, MA-PA-C, Dan Mussen, PA-

C, Jason Prevelige, MHS-PA-C, and Andrew.Turczak, PA-C, for all of their hard work this 

session.  As always, we appreciate those Physician Assistants who also weighed in on critical 

legislation by calling or emailing their legislators.  These personal contacts really do work!    As 

always, we would be happy to respond to any questions on this report. 
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